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001 Kabuki Orange 
(gold ground)

002 Kabuki Orange 
(rainbow ground)

003 Kabuki Pink 
(gold ground)

004 Kabuki Pink 
(silver ground)

005 Kabuki Olive 
(gold ground)

006 Kabuki Blue 
(silver ground)

007 AJI 
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008 AJI Orange 
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009 AJI 
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010 Omar Brown 
(red ground)
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(gold ground)
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NEW colors, developed by EGI Dr., debut!!
EGIZO 2020 NEW colors was launched by EGI Dr. Ryuji Sonoda, who has created numerous hit EGI
in Japan, and joined our EGI development team.  We have adopted the strongest color lineup that Dr.
EGI, who devotes his life to Eging, can definitely catch.
Luminous materials such as luminescent, blue luminescent, and keimura are mixed into the clear
body that has achieved overwhelming fishing results in a high-pressure field.The squid will be
intrigued as it is transparent under the cloth but looks suspicious.  In addition, we adopted the optimal
balance that was researched for the fall posture and stay posture that the squid
most easily hold.  Equipped with a Japanese-made fluorine-coated kanna
hook that he praised it as the most piercing needle in Japan.
The new color of EGIZO will be debuted as "a EGI that you can catch further"
developed by Dr.EGI.

Keimura body has a great effect on daytime
eging. A body color that is indispensable for
capturing squid at high pressure points.

CLEAR GLOW BODY
Effective in situations where appeal is required,
such as muddy tides and night games.
Recommended as a search bait for broad
exploration

CLEAR BLUE GLOW BODY
Blue glow, which stimulates the squid's instincts,
is active regardless of day or night. The color
you want to have.

CLEAR KEIMURA (UV) BODY
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Squid Love 
Clear Body!

020 Keimura 
Purple 
(without  ground 
color tape)

022 Gold Green 
(with Gold  ground 
tape on whole body)

023 Red Purple 
(with Gold  ground 
tape on whole body)

024 Keimura Red 
Purple 
(with Red ground 
tape on back only)

025 Keimura 
Orange Brown 
(without  ground 
color tape)

026 Keimura Olive 
(without  ground color tape)

012 Glow Gold 
Orange 
(with gold ground 
tape on back only)

013 Glow Apeal 
Orange 
(without  ground 
color tape)

014 Blue Glow 
Marble Pink 
(with Marble 
ground tape on 
back only)

015 Blue Glow 
Apeal Red 
(without  
ground color 
tape)

016 Blue Glow Blue 
(without  ground 
color tape)

017 Keimura Marble 
Orange
(with Marble ground 
tape on back only)

018 Keimura Pink
(without  ground 
color tape)

021 Gold Brown 
(with Gold  ground 
tape on whole body)

NEW colors, developed by EGI Dr., debut!!
EGIZO 2020 NEW colors was launched by EGI Dr. Ryuji Sonoda, who has created numerous hit EGI
in Japan, and joined our EGI development team.  We have adopted the strongest color lineup that Dr.
EGI, who devotes his life to Eging, can definitely catch.
Luminous materials such as luminescent, blue luminescent, and keimura are mixed into the clear
body that has achieved overwhelming fishing results in a high-pressure field.The squid will be
intrigued as it is transparent under the cloth but looks suspicious.  In addition, we adopted the optimal
balance that was researched for the fall posture and stay posture that the squid
most easily hold.  Equipped with a Japanese-made fluorine-coated kanna
hook that he praised it as the most piercing needle in Japan.
The new color of EGIZO will be debuted as "a EGI that you can catch further"
developed by Dr.EGI.

Keimura body has a great effect on daytime
eging. A body color that is indispensable for
capturing squid at high pressure points.
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Effective in situations where appeal is required,
such as muddy tides and night games.
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CLEAR BLUE GLOW BODY
Blue glow, which stimulates the squid's instincts,
is active regardless of day or night. The color
you want to have.

CLEAR KEIMURA (UV) BODY

　 　

Squid Love 
Clear Body!

019 Keimura 
Gold Brown
(with Gold ground 
tape on back only)

NEW colors, developed by EGI Dr., debut!!
EGIZO 2020 NEW colors was launched by EGI Dr. Ryuji Sonoda, who has created numerous hit EGI
in Japan, and joined our EGI development team.  We have adopted the strongest color lineup that Dr.
EGI, who devotes his life to Eging, can definitely catch.
Luminous materials such as luminescent, blue luminescent, and keimura are mixed into the clear
body that has achieved overwhelming fishing results in a high-pressure field.The squid will be
intrigued as it is transparent under the cloth but looks suspicious.  In addition, we adopted the optimal
balance that was researched for the fall posture and stay posture that the squid
most easily hold.  Equipped with a Japanese-made fluorine-coated kanna
hook that he praised it as the most piercing needle in Japan.
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Squid Love 
Clear Body!



SIZE
L

SIZE
M

SIZE
S

SPECIAL SELECTION FOR

EGING

DIMENSION
23 x 17,5 x 5,3 h cm

9.05 x 6.88 x 2.08 h in
DIMENSION

17,5 x 11,5 x 4,7 h cm
6.88 x 4.52 x 1.85 h in

MODEL
02 C

MODEL
01 E

02 C

01 E

COMPARTMENTS
from 3 to 15

COMPARTMENTS
1

DANGAN 

BRAID

Ø Kg Lbs

0,133 1,48 3,00

0,151 1,91 4,00

0,185 2,77 6,00

SPOOL
150 m
164 yds

Model No. PE Lbs

DBE4-150/0.4PK 0.6 8

DBE4-150/0.5PK 0.5 10

DBE4-150/0.6PK 0.6 12

DBE4-150/0.8PK 0.8 14

Model No. PE Lbs

DBE8-150/0.5PK 0.5 12

DBE8-150/0.6PK 0.6 14

DBE8-150/0.8PK 0.8 16

SPOOL
150 m

Mini Split 
Ring Pliers 

SIZE
25 lt

SIZE
10 lt

Waterproof 
Dry Bag

EVA 
Tackle Bag

Lifestyle 
Beanie

Sunshield 
UPF 50+ 
ECO PATCH

Sunshield 
UPF 50+ 
ICON

Streetlife 
Beanie

Fisherman 
Beanie

CERTIFIED
RECYCLED
POLYESTER

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.4-1.5

EGI
2.5-3.5

LENGTH
8’3” MEDIUM LIGHT

MFS-SW-832E
EGING

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.3-1.6

EGI
2.5-3.5

LENGTH
8’0” | 244 cmMFE-EG-802E EGING

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.3-1

EGI
1.8-3.0

LENGTH
8’0” | 244 cmMFE-EG-802EL EGING

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.3-1.6

EGI
2.5-3.5

LENGTH
8’3” | 252 cmMFE-EG-832E EGING

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.3-1

EGI
1.8-3.0

LENGTH
8’3” | 252 cmMFE-EG-832EL EGING

Street 
Fishing 
Bag
NY/C
Navy Camo

SIZE
52 cm

Tank Bag

Elastic 
Rod 
Wraps

Rod Tip 
Guard

Line 
ScissorsSize Kg Lbs

1 21 46

1.5 26 57

2 33 72

3 54 119

PACK
10 pcs

HYPER Snap

Size Kg Lbs

1 18 39

2 25 55

3 30 66

PACK
10 pcsSUPER Snap

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.4-1.0

EGI
2.0-3.5

LENGTH
8’6”FCS-862EL EGING

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.4-1.0

EGI
2.0-3.5

LENGTH
8’3”FCS-832EL EGING

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.4-1.2

EGI
2.5-3.5

LENGTH
8’6”FCS-862E EGING

ACTION
REGULAR FAST

PE
0.4-1.2

EGI
2.5-3.5

LENGTH
8’3”FCS-832E EGING

Multi 
Functional 
Stainless 
Steel Pliers



Millerighe EVO

Via Guiccioli, 24 - 40062 Molinella, Bologna (ITALY)
Tel +39 051887919   |   Fax +39 0516903961   |   salesmanagement@protackles.com

Molix lures 100% designed and engineered in Italy

Millerighe
WEIGHT
16,5 g
5/8 oz

LENGTH
10 cm
4 in

EGI
 3.0 

SINK RATE
2.5 to 2.6 sec/m

WEIGHT
11,5 g
3/8 oz

LENGTH
8 cm

3.1/4 in

EGI
 2.5 

SINK RATE
2.6 to 2.7 sec/m

WEIGHT
25 g

7/8 oz

LENGTH
11,5 cm
4.1/2 in

EGI
 3.5 

SINK RATE
2.4 to 2.5 sec/m

1007 Viola Gambero 1011 Glowing Pink1010 Glowing Orange1009 Gold Tiger

1015 Red Tiger1013 Gold Green 1017 Black Silver1016 Shellfish

1019 Rusty Shrimp 1026 White Shrimp1020 Purple Forest

WEIGHT
16,5 g
5/8 oz

LENGTH
10 cm
4 in

EGI
 3.0 

SINK RATE
2.5 to 2.6 sec/m

WEIGHT
11,5 g
3/8 oz

LENGTH
8 cm

3.1/4 in

EGI
 2.5 

SINK RATE
2.6 to 2.7 sec/m

307 Striped Black 308 Lime Orange 1006 Gamberetto450 Devil Shrimp

Millerighe EVO
&

WEIGHT
16,5 g
5/8 oz

LENGTH
10 cm
4 in

EGI
 3.0 

EGI
 3.0 

 RATTLIN’ 
SINK RATE

2.5 to 2.6 sec/m

WEIGHT
11,5 g
3/8 oz

LENGTH
8 cm

3.1/4 in

EGI
 2.5 

SINK RATE
2.6 to 2.7 sec/m

NATURAL 
SERIES

304 MX Latterino

166 Triglia 303 Muggine

306 Anchovy305 Sgombro 449 Pagello

1022 Vintage Pink

309 Vintage Black 451 Vintage Yellow310 Vintage Dorado

1024 Vintage Purple

1021 Vintage Green

1023 Vintage Blue 1025 Vintage Orange


